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Abstract—This paper presents a method for cave surveying in
complete darkness with an autonomous aerial vehicle equipped
with a depth camera for mapping, downward-facing camera for
state estimation, and forward and downward lights. Traditional
methods of cave surveying are labor-intensive and dangerous
due to the risk of hypothermia when collecting data over
extended periods of time in cold and damp environments, the
risk of injury when operating in darkness in rocky or muddy
environments, and the potential structural instability of the
subterranean environment. Robots could be leveraged to reduce
risk to human surveyors, but undeveloped caves are challenging
environments in which to operate due to low-bandwidth or
nonexistent communications infrastructure. The potential for
communications dropouts motivates autonomy in this context.
Because the topography of the environment may not be known a
priori, it is advantageous for human operators to receive real-time
feedback of high-resolution map data that encodes both large and
small passageways. Given this capability, directed exploration,
where human operators transmit guidance to the autonomous
robot to prioritize certain leads over others, lies within the realm
of the possible.
Few state-of-the-art, high-resolution perceptual modeling tech-
niques quantify the time to transfer the model across low
bandwidth radio communications channels which have high
reliability and range but low bandwidth. To bridge this gap
in the state of the art, this work compactly represents sensor
observations as Gaussian mixture models and maintains a local
occupancy grid map for a motion planner that greedily maximizes
an information-theoretic objective function. The methodology
is extensively evaluated in long duration simulations on an
embedded PC and deployed to an aerial system in Laurel Cav-
erns, a commercially owned and operated cave in Southwestern
Pennsylvania, USA. A video of the simulation and hardware
results is available at https://youtu.be/iwi3p7IENjE.
Index Terms—aerial system, perceptual modeling, exploration,
autonomy
I. INTRODUCTION
THE process of cave surveying, which consists of mark-ing stations and measuring the distances between them,
has changed relatively little since the 19th century [1, p.
1532]. Gunn [1] predicts that advancements in technology
may fundamentally change this method in the 21st century.
While substantial advancements in sensing, 3D reconstruction,
and autonomy have been made within the last decade, these
advancements have not propogated to cave surveying. This
paper addresses this gap in the state of the art through the
development and rigorous testing of an autonomous aerial
system that explores and maps caves. Fig. 1a illustrates
the aerial system flying through the Dining Room of Laurel
Caverns. A GMM map is created in real-time and onboard the
vehicle during a hardware trial and resampled to produce the
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Fig. 1: (a) An autonomous aerial system explores the Dining Room of Laurel
Caverns. (b) A top-down view of the map built during an exploration trial
colored from red to purple to denote z-height. Survey-grade FARO LiDAR
data (intensity data shown in grey) provides ground truth and has dimensions
approximately 30 m×29 m×12 m. (c) illustrates a cross-section of the map
produced during exploration. The terrain is highly unstructured and consists
of large boulders and rocks caused by breakdown.
pointcloud, colored from red to purple according to z-height,
shown in Figs. 1b and 1c. A FARO1 scan of the environment
is used as ground truth and shown in grey.
Cave surveying is challenging because surveyors remain still
for extended periods of time and are exposed to water, cool air,
and rock which can lead to hypothermia [2]. More worrisome
yet is the potential for getting lost or trapped in a cave [3]
because specialized training is required to perform challenging
extractions where a caver may be physically incapacitated. The
Barbara Schomer Cave Preserve in Clarion County, PA, has a
cave that is particularly challenging to survey for two reasons:
(1) the small size of the passages (typical natural passages are
0.75 m high and 0.75 m wide), and (2) the mazelike nature
of the passages that are estimated to be 60 km in length [4,
p. 10]. 50 cave surveyors have been involved in 30 trips to
survey a total of 2522 m of passage (B. Ashbrook, personal
communication, March 1, 2020). Each trip is 4-5 hours in
duration and there are currently over 90 unexplored leads in
the cave. Fig. 2 illustrates an excerpt of the current working
map of the cave and Fig. 3 illustrates a caver sketching for
the cave survey.
1A FARO is a survey grade 3D laser that emits pointclouds with color.
https://www.faro.com/
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2Fig. 2: An excerpt of the current working map for the cave on the Barbara
Schomer Cave Preserve in Clarion County, PA. The map is encoded with
terrain features. Note the passages marked too tight for human access in the
top-right of the image. Aerial robots could be deployed to these areas to
collect survey data. Image courtesy of B. Ashbrook.
Fig. 3: A caver sketches a passageway to produce content for the map shown
in Fig. 2. Image courtesy of H. Wodzenski. J. Jahn pictured.
Robotic operations in undeveloped subterranean environ-
ments are challenging due to limited or nonexistent commu-
nications infrastructure that increases the risk of failure from
data dropouts. Dang et al. [5] find that autonomy is necessary
when operating underground because reliable high-bandwidth
wifi connections are impossible to maintain after making
turns. Low-frequency radio is commonly used in subterranean
environments because it penetrates rock better than high-
frequency radios (like walkie-talkies) [6], but the disadvantage
is that radio has low-bandwidth and data dropouts increase
as range increases. Given these constraints, cave surveying
robots must be autonomous to robustly operate in the presence
of communication dropouts and represent the environment in
a way that is both high-resolution and compact so that data
can be transmitted over low-bandwidth connections to opera-
tors. The ability to transmit high-resolution maps is desirable
because human operators can direct exploration towards a
particular lead of interest if the robot enters a passageway
with multiple outgoing leads.
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are ideal for perceptual
modeling in the cave survey context because they repre-
sent depth information compactly. This paper seeks to ad-
dress the problem of constrained communications bandwidth
robotic exploration by proposing an autonomous system that
leverages these compact perceptual models to transmit high-
resolution information about the robot’s surroundings over
low-bandwidth connections. Depth sensor observations are
encoded as GMMs and used to maintain a consistent local
occupancy grid map. A motion planner selects smooth and
continuous trajectories that greedily maximize an information-
theoretic objective function.
This work presents an extended version of prior work [7]
introducing all contributions:
1) a method for real-time occupancy reconstruction from
GMMs with LiDAR sensor observations,
2) an information-theoretic exploration system that lever-
ages the occupancy modeling technique, and
3) evaluation of the exploration system in simulation and
real-world experiments.
This manuscript presents the following additional contribu-
tions:
1) an extension of the real-time occupancy reconstruction
from GMMs that can accomodate limited field of view
depth cameras,
2) a motion planning framework that performs well for both
LiDAR and limited field-of-view depth cameras, and
3) extensive evaluation of the exploration system in simu-
lation and on hardware in a cave.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II surveys related
work, Sections III, IV and V describe the proposed methodol-
ogy, Section VI presents the experimental design and results,
and Section VII concludes with a discussion of the limitations
and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Exploration systems to date have largely left questions
about the cost of transmitting data to operators unaddressed.
However, it is becoming increasingly important for robots to
transmit sensor and perceptual modeling data compactly to en-
able collaborative field operations with humans in undeveloped
environments that lack a robust communications infrastructure.
Planetary exploration is an application for which data rates
are severely limited. For example, the Viking 1 Lander had
a maximum data rate of 16 kilobits per second [8] which
coupled with the large distance between Earth and Mars meant
that operators had to wait 19 minutes before receiving the first
images of the Martian surface [9].
Beyond space exploration, Murphy et al. [10] find that
semiautonomy in the form of autonomous navigation coupled
with human-assisted perception is preferred over total auton-
omy for robots operating in subterranean domains given that
teleoperation was required to recover the autonomous 700 kg
ATV-type Groundhog vehicle when it became stuck in a
mine. However, human-assisted perception is predicated on the
ability to transfer perceptual information to human operators.
From a cave survey perspective, a significant challenge is
the ability to access leads and passageways that may be
unreachable to humans as shown in Fig. 2. If the lead contains
a passageway with several outgoing leads, it is useful for a
3human operator to have the ability to direct the exploration in
one direction over others (e.g., one passageway is larger than
another or contains interesting features).
However, few works consider methods to map caves with
aerial or ground robotic systems. Kaul et al. [11] develop
the bentwing robot to produce maps of cave environments.
The approach, which requires a pilot to remotely operate the
vehicle, may be challenging due to the cognitive load required
to stabilize attitude and position simultaneously. The bentwing
uses a rotated 2D laser scanner to collect data that are post-
processed into a globally consistent map. Similarly, Tabib and
Michael [12] develop a simultaneous localization and mapping
strategy that represents sensor observations using GMMs and
produce maps via post-processing from data collected from
an aerial system equipped with a 3D LiDAR. In contrast,
this work produces a map in real-time and onboard the
autonomous robot suitable for information-theoretic planning
that is sufficiently compact to be transmitted to operators
over low-bandwidth connections and used for human-assisted
perception.
The DEep Phreatic THermal eXplorer (DEPTHX) vehicle
was developed to explore and characterize the biology of
the Sistema Zacato´n cenotes, or underwater sinkholes, as an
analog mission for the search for life underneath Europa’s
ice [13]. The probe combines LiDAR to map above the water
table with sonar to map phreatic zones. The authors employ
a Deferred Reference Octree data structure to represent the
environment and mitigate the memory required to represent
the underlying evidence grid. The cost of transmitting data
to enable information sharing with human operators is not
considered.
While many exploration approaches have leveraged voxel-
based occupancy modeling strategies for information-theoretic
planning [14], the large memory demands of using occupancy
grid maps remains. The Normal Distribution Transform Occu-
pancy Map (NDT-OM) mitigates this limitation somewhat [15]
by encoding a Gaussian density into occupied voxels with the
reasononing that larger voxels may be used as compared to
a traditional occupancy grid map. However, for exploration
in large environments, this technique suffers from the same
drawbacks as the occupancy grid map.
To overcome this limitation, this work builds upon prior
work by OMeadhra et al. [16] that compresses sensor obser-
vations as GMMs for the purpose of occupancy reconstruc-
tion, by developing real-time local occupancy mapping for
information-theoretic planning using both 360◦ and limited
FoV sensor models. Because sensor observations are stored as
GMMs, local occupancy maps are constructed on-the-fly and
only GMMs need to be transmitted between the robot and
operator which results in a much smaller memory footprint.
Another advantage is that occupancy grid maps of variable
resolution may be used to plan paths at various resolutions
(though this is not demonstrated in this work).
While GMMs have been used for compact perceptual
modeling [17], occupancy modeling [16], and multi-robot
exploration [18], these works do not demonstrate real-time
operation. Our prior work [7] addresses this gap in the state
of the art by proposing an exploration system that leverages
Fig. 4: Overview of the autonomous exploration system presented in this work.
Using pose estimates from a visual-inertial navigation system (Section VI-C1)
and depth camera observations, the proposed mapping method (Section IV-A
and Section IV-B) builds a memory-efficient continuous approximate belief
representation of the environment while creating local occupancy grid maps
in real-time. A motion primitives-based information-theoretic planner (Sec-
tion V) uses this local occupancy map to generate snap-continuous forward-arc
motion primitive trajectories that maximize the information gain over time.
GMMs for real-time 3D information theoretic planning and
perceptual modeling using a 360◦ field of view (FoV) sensor
on computationally constrained platforms. The choice of 360◦
sensor field of view (FoV) has implications for mapping,
planning, and hardware design so this paper extends the prior
work by considering both 360◦ and limited FoV depth sensors.
III. OVERVIEW
The proposed exploration system consists of mapping,
information-theoretic planning, and a monocular visual-inertial
navigation system (Fig. 4). A brief review of GMMs is detailed
in Section IV-A. Section IV-B develops the GMM-based
local occupancy grid mapping strategy used by the planning
approach to generate continuous trajectories that maximize an
information-theoretic objective (Section V).
IV. MAPPING
A. Gaussian Mixture Models for Perception
The approach leverages GMMs to compactly encode sensor
observations for transmission over low-bandwidth communi-
cations channels. The GMM provides a generative model of
the sensor observations from which occupancy may be recon-
structed by resampling from the distribution and raytracing
through a local occupancy grid map. Formally, the GMM is
a weighted sum of M Gaussian probability density functions
(PDFs). The probability density of the GMM is expressed as
p(x|Θ) =
M∑
m=1
pimN (x|µm,Λm)
where p(x|Θ) is the probability density for the D-
dimensional random variable x and is parameterized by
Θ = {pim,µm,Λm}Mm=1. pim ∈ R is a weight such that∑M
m=1 pim = 1 and 0 ≤ pim ≤ 1, µm is a mean, and Λm
is a covariance matrix for the mth D-dimensional Gaussian
probability density function of the distribution. The multivari-
ate probability density for x is written as
N (x|µi,Λi) = |Λi|
−1/2
(2pi)D/2
exp
(
− 1
2
(x− µi)TΛ−1i (x− µi)
)
.
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Fig. 5: Overview of the approach to transform a sensor observation into free and occupied GMMs. (a) A color image taken onboard the robot exploring
Laurel Caverns. (b) A depth image corresponding to the same view as the color image with distance shown as a heatmap on the right hand side (in meters).
(c) illustrates the point cloud representation of the depth image. (d) In the mapping approach, points at a distance smaller than a user-specified max range
rd (in this case rd = 5 m) are considered to be occupied, and a GMM is learned using the approach detailed in Section IV-A1. Points at a distance further
than rd are considered free, normalized to a unit vector, and projected to rd. The free space points are projected to image space and windowed using the
technique detailed in Section IV-A2 to decrease computation time. Each window is shown in a different color. (e) The GMM representing the occupied-space
points is shown in red and the GMM representing the free space points is shown in black. Sampling 2 × 105 points from the distribution yields the result
shown in (f). The number of points to resample is selected for illustration purposes and to highlight that the resampling process yields a map reconstruction
with an arbitrary number of points.
In this work, a depth observation taken at time t and con-
sisting of N points, Zt = {z1t , . . . ,znt , . . . ,zNt }, is used
to learn a GMM. Estimating optimal GMM parameters Θ
remains an open area of research [19]. This work employs
the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to solve the
maximum-likelihood parameter estimation problem, which is
guaranteed to find a local maximum of the log likelihood func-
tion [20]. To make the optimization tractable, EM introduces
latent variables C = {cnm} for each point znt and cluster
m and iteratively performs two steps: expectation (E) and
maximization (M) [20, 21, 22].
The E step calculates the expected value of the
complete-data log-likelihood ln p(Zt,C|Θ) with respect to
the unknown variables C given the observed data Zt
and current parameter estimates Θi, which is written as
E[ln p(Zt,C|Θ)|Zt,Θi] [21]. This amounts to evaluating the
posterior probability, βnm, using the current parameter values
Θi (shown in Eq. (1)) [20]
βnm =
pimN (znt |µim,Λim)
M∑
j=1
pijN (znt |µij ,Λij)
, (1)
where βnm denotes the responsibility that component m
takes for point znt . The M step maximizes the expected log-
likelihood using the current responsibilities, βnm, to obtain
updated parameters, Θi+1 via the following:
µi+1m =
N∑
n=1
βnmz
n
t∑N
n=1 βnm
(2)
Λi+1m =
N∑
n=1
βnm(z
n
t − µi+1m )(znt − µi+1m )T∑N
n=1 βnm
(3)
pii+1m =
∑N
n=1 βnmxn∑N
n=1 βnm
. (4)
Every iteration of EM is guaranteed to increase the log
likelihood and iterations are performed until a local maximum
of the log likelihood is achieved [20].
The E step is computationally expensive because a respon-
sibility βnm is calculated for each cluster m and point znt ,
which amounts to NM responsibility calculations. In the M
step, every parameter must be updated by iterating over all
N samples in the dataset. In practice, a responsibility matrix
B ∈ RN×M is maintained whose entries consist of the βnm
to estimate the parameters Θ.
Following the work of OMeadhra et al. [16], distinct occu-
pied G(x) (detailed in Section IV-A1) and free F(x) (detailed
in Section IV-A2) GMMs are learned to compactly represent
the density of points observed in the environment (Fig. 5). The
process by which F(x) and G(x) are created is illustrated
in Figs. 5c and 5d. Because the GMM is a generative model,
one may sample from the distribution (Fig. 5f) to generate
points associated with the surface model and reconstruct
occupancy (detailed in Section IV-B).
1) Occupied Space: For points with norms less than a user-
specified maximum range rd, the EM approach is adapted
from [12] to ignore points that lie outside a Mahalanobis
distance greater than λ. Because Gaussians fall off quickly,
points far away from a given density will have a small effect
on the updated parameters for that density. By reducing the
number of points, this decreases the computational cost of
the EM calculation. Only points that satisfy the following
Mahalanobis-bound are considered:
λ <
√
(xn − µ1m)T (Λ1m)−1(xn − µ1m) (5)
where the superscript 1 denotes the initialized values for the
mean, covariance, and weight. This approach differs from our
prior work Tabib et al. [7]; we utilize the approach in [12] as it
yields greater frame-to-frame registration accuracy in practice.
Frame-to-frame registration is not used in this work and is left
as future work.
2) Free Space: To learn a free space distribution, points
with norms that exceed the maximum range rd are projected to
rd. The EM approach from Section IV-A1 is used to decrease
the computational cost of learning the distribution. To further
decrease the cost, the free space points are split into windows
in image space and GMMs consisting of nf components are
learned for each window. The windowing strategy is employed
for learning distributions over free space points because it
yields faster results and the distributions cannot be used for
frame-to-frame registration. The number of windows and com-
ponents per window is selected empirically. Fig. 5d illustrates
the effect of the windowing using colored patches and Fig. 5e
illustrates the result of this windowing technique with black
densities. Once the free space distributions are learned for each
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Fig. 6: Overview of the method by which occupancy is reconstructed (a) The
blue bounding box bt+1 is centered around Xt+1 and red bounding box bt
is centered at Xt. (b) illustrates the novel bounding boxes in solid magenta,
teal, and yellow colors that represent the set difference bt+1 \ bt. (c) Given
a sensor origin shown as a triad, resampled pointcloud shown in Fig. 5f, and
novel bounding box shown in yellow, each ray from an endpoint to the sensor
origin is tested to determine if an intersection with the bounding box occurs.
The endpoints of rays that intersect the bounding box are shown in red. (d)
illustrates how the bounding box occupancy values are updated. Endpoints
inside the yellow volume update cells with an occupied value. All other cells
along the ray (shown in blue) are updated to be free.
window the windowed distributions are merged into a single
distribution.
Let Gi(x) be a GMM trained from Ni points in window i
and let Gj(x) be a GMM trained from Nj points in window
j, where
∑W
w=1Nw = N for sensor observation Zt and W
windows. Gj(x) =
∑K
k=1 τkN (x|νk,Ωk) may be merged
into Gi(x) =
∑M
m=1 pimN (x|µm,Λm) by concatenating the
means, covariances, and weights. However, care must be taken
when merging the weights as they must be renormalized to
sum to 1 [23]. The weights are renormalized via Eqs. (6)
and (7):
N∗ = Ni +Nj (6)
pi∗ =
[
Nipi1
N∗ . . .
Nipim
N∗
Njτ1
N∗ . . .
Njτk
N∗
]T
(7)
where m ∈ [1, . . . ,M ] and k ∈ [1, . . . ,K] denote the
mixture component in GMMs Gi(x) and Gj(x), respectively.
N∗ ∈ R is the sum of the support sizes of Gi(x) and Gj(x).
pi∗ ∈ RM+K are the renormalized weights. The means and
covariances are merged by concatenation.
B. Local Occupancy Grid Map
The occupancy grid map [24] is a probabilistic represen-
tation that discretizes 3D space into finitely many grid cells
m = {m1, ...,m|m|}. Each cell is assumed to be independent
and the probability of occupancy for an individual cell is
denoted as p(mi|X1:t,Z1:t), where X1:t represents all vehicle
states up to and including time t and Z1:t represents the corre-
sponding observations. Unobserved grid cells are assigned the
uniform prior of 0.5 and the occupancy value of the grid cell
mi at time t is expressed using log odds notation for numerical
stability.
lt,i , log
(
p(mi|Z1:t,X1:t)
1− p(mi|Z1:t,X1:t)
)
−l0
When a new measurement Zt is obtained, the occupancy value
of cell mi is updated as
lt,i , lt−1,i + L(mi|Zt)
0
5
0
5
−2
2
x (m)y (m)
z
(m
)
Fig. 7: For limited FoV
sensors, the FoV is approxi-
mated by the illustrated blue
and red rectangular pyra-
mids. These FoVs may also
be represented as tetrahedra.
To determine if a sensor po-
sition should be stored, the
overlapping volume between
the two approximated sensor
FoVs is found.
where L(mi|Zt) denotes the inverse sensor model of the robot
and l0 is the prior of occupancy [24].
Instead of storing the occupancy grid map m that represents
occupancy for the entire environment viewed since the start
of exploration onboard the vehicle, a local occupancy grid
map m¯t is maintained centered around the robot’s pose Xt.
The local occupancy grid map moves with the robot, so
when regions of the environment are revisited, occupancy
must be reconstructed from the surface models G(x) and
F(x). To reconstruct occupancy at time t + 1 given m¯t,
the set difference of the bounding boxes bt and bt+1 for m¯t
and mt+1, respectively, are used to compute at most three
non-overlapping bounding boxes (see Figs. 6a and 6b for
example). The intersection of the bounding boxes remains up-
to-date, but the occupancy of the novel bounding boxes must
be reconstructed using the surface models G(x) and F(x).
Raytracing is an expensive operation [25], so time is saved
by removing voxels at the intersection of bt and bt+1 from
consideration.
The local occupancy grid map at time t + 1, m¯t+1, is
initialized by copying the voxels in local grid m¯t at the
intersection of bt+1 and bt. In practice, the time to copy
the local occupancy grid map is very low (on the order
of a few tens of milliseconds) as compared to the cost of
raytracing through the grid. Not all Gaussian densities will
affect the occupancy reconstruction so to identify the GMM
components that intersect the bounding boxes a KDTree [26]
stores the means of the densities. A radius equal to twice the
sensor’s max range is used to identify the components that
could affect the occupancy value of the cells in the bounding
box. A ray-bounding box intersection algorithm [27] checks
for intersections between the bounding box and the ray from
the sensor origin to the density mean. Densities that intersect
the bounding box are extracted into local submaps G¯(x) and
F¯(x). Points are sampled from each distribution and raytraced
to their corresponding sensor origin to update the local grid
map (example shown in Figs. 6c and 6d).
As the number of mixture components in the distribution
increases over time in one region, updating the occupancy be-
comes increasingly expensive as the number of points needed
to resample and raytrace increases. The next sections detail
the differences in limiting the potentially unbounded number
of points depending on whether the sensor model has a 360◦
or limited FoV.
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Fig. 8: Action space design for the proposed information-theoretic planner.
(a) shows a single motion primitive library generated using bounds on the
linear velocity along {xB, zB} and the angular velocity along {zB}. (b) and
(c) show top-down views of the motion primitive library collections used
when the sensor model is a LiDAR [7] and a depth camera [29] respectively
(off-plane primitives are not shown). The proposed planner can be used with
either of these sensors using the appropriate action space designs explained
in Section V-A.
C. 360◦ FoV Sensor Model
A small, fixed-size bounding box around the current pose
with half-lengths hx, hy , and hz is used to determine if a prior
observation was made within the confines of the bounding
box. This bounding box approach works for sensors that have
a 360◦ field of view such as the 3D LiDAR used in this work,
but does not readily extend to depth sensors with smaller fields
of view (discussed in the next section). If a prior observation
was made within the bounding box the current observation,
Zt is not stored as a GMM. This has the effect of limiting the
number of components that are stored over time.
D. Limited FoV Sensor Model
The limited FoV sensor model is directional, so it is
approximated by two non-intersecting tetrahedra such that
their union forms a rectangular pyramid (shown in Fig. 7).
For two sensor FoVs the intersection between the four pairs
of tetrahedra is calculated and the intersection points found.
The convex hull of the intersection points is converted to a
polyhedron mesh with triangular facets. The volume of the
convex hull is found by summing individual volumes of the
tetrahedrons that make up the polyhedron [28]. The overlap
is estimated as a percentage of overlapping volume between
two sensor FoVs and a sensor observation is only stored if
its overlap exceeds a user-defined threshold. In this way, the
number of components that represent a given location can be
reduced while ensuring that the environment is covered.
V. PLANNING FOR EXPLORATION
A motion planner designed for exploration of a priori
unknown and unstructured spaces with an aerial robot must
satisfy three requirements: (1) reduce entropy of the unknown
map, (2) maintain collision-free operation, and (3) return
motion plans in real-time. Several previous works provide
information-theoretic frameworks towards meeting these ob-
jectives [30, 14, 31]. Julian et al. [30] use the Shannon
mutual information between the map and potential sensor
observations as a reward function to generate motion plans
for exploration; however, computational requirements limit
the number of potential trajectories over which the reward
can be calculated. In contrast, the Cauchy-Schwarz Quadratic
mutual information (CSQMI) has been demonstrated for real-
time exploration with aerial robots [14, 7]. This work utilizes
an information-theoretic planning strategy using CSQMI as
the primary reward function, extending our prior work [7] to
support limited FoV sensors in addition to 360◦ FoV sensors.
The proposed framework can be divided into two stages: (1)
action space generation and (2) action selection. At the start of
any planning iteration, the planner uses the action generation
strategy (detailed in Section V-A) to generate a set of candidate
actions up to a user-specified planning horizon using motion
primitives. The action selector evaluates the collision-free and
dynamically feasible subset of the action space using CSQMI
as a reward function, returning the most informative plan to
execute during the next planning iteration (see Sections V-B
and V-C).
A. Action Space Generation
This section describes: (1) background on the trajectory
representation using motion primitive generation [32], and (2)
the design of the action space.
1) Forward-Arc Motion Primitive: Accurate position con-
trol of multirotors presumes continuity in the supplied tracking
references up to high-order derivatives of position [33]. To
represent a candidate trajectory, this paper utilizes sequential
forward-arc motion primitives [32]. We use an extension
to this work that ensures differentiability up to jerk and
continuity up to snap [34]. Given the multirotor state at a
time t, ξt = [x, y, z, θ]
>, linear velocities in the body frame
[vxB , vzB ], and the angular velocity about zB axis, ωzB , the
forward-arc motion primitive is computed as a polynomial
function of time generated using the following high-order
constraints:
ξ˙τ = [vxB cos θ, vxB sin θ, vzB , ωzB ]
ξ(n)τ = 0 for n = 2, 3, 4
(8)
where {.}(n) denotes the nth time derivative, and τ is the
specified duration of the motion primitive. Motion primitives
in the yB direction can also be obtained by replacing vxB by
vyB in the above constraints. Later, we will use a combination
of these directions to define the action space for the exploration
planner that can operate with either a LiDAR or depth camera.
2) Motion Primitive Library (MPL): A motion primi-
tive library (MPL) is a collection of forward-arc motion
primitives generated using a user-specified discretization of
the robot’s linear and angular velocities [32]. Let a =
{vxB , vyB , vzB , ωzB} be an action set that is generated with
user-specified maximum velocity bounds in the xB−yB plane
and the zB direction. The motion primitive library is then given
by the set (Fig. 8a):
Γξt = {γξt (ajk, τ) | ‖[vx, vy]‖ ≤ Vmax, ‖vz‖ ≤ Vz, ‖ω‖ ≤ Ω} (9)
where j ∈ [1, Nω] and k ∈ [1, Nz] define the action discretiza-
tion for one particular primitive.
For each MPL, an additional MPL containing stopping
trajectories at any state ξt can be generated by fixing the
desired end point velocity to zero, ξ˙τ = 0. These stopping
7trajectories are scheduled one planning round away from the
starting time of the planning round. These trajectories help
ensure safety in case the planner fails to compute an optimal
action.
3) Designing the Action Space: The final action space, Xact,
is a collection of MPLs selected according to three criteria:
(1) rate of information gain, (2) safety, and (3) limitations in
compute. Prior work [7] provides such a design for a 360◦
FoV sensor (LiDAR). Goel et al. [29] present an analysis
on how these three factors influence Xact for a limited FoV
depth sensor. This work extends [7] using the analysis in [29],
yielding a motion planner amenable for exploration with either
a LiDAR or a depth sensor and that ensures similar exploration
performance in either case (see Section VI).
a) Action Space for 360◦ FoV Sensors: 360◦ FoV sensors
are advantageous in an exploration scenario because of three
factors: (1) 360◦ depth data from the sensor allows for visibil-
ity in all azimuth directions, (2) a larger volume is explored
per unit range when compared to a limited FoV sensor, and (3)
yaw in-place motion does not help gain information. The first
factor enables backward and sideways motion into the action
space Xact without sacrificing safety (Fig. 8b). The second
factor influences the entropy reduction: for the same trajectory,
a sensor with a larger FoV will explore more voxels compared
to the limited FoV case. The third factor reduces the number of
motion primitive libraries in the action space to yield increased
planning frequency. An example of an action space designed
while considering these factors is presented in [7] and the
corresponding parameters are shown in Table Ia.
These factors indicate that the same action space Xact cannot
be used for limited FoV cameras if comparable exploration
performance is to be maintained. This motivates the need for
an alternate and informed action design for the limited FoV
cameras.
b) Action Space for Limited FoV Sensors: Goel et al.
[29] show that for an exploration planner using a limited FoV
sensor, the design of the action space Xact can be informed
by the sensor model. The authors consider a depth sensor
to design Xact by incorporating the sensor range and FoV,
among other factors. This work follows a similar approach
yielding an action space that contains MPLs in both the xB
and yB directions (Fig. 8c). The parameters to construct the
MPL collection comprising Xact are shown in Table Ib. Note
that there is an additional MPL corresponding to a yaw-in-
place motion, unlike the 360◦ FoV case, to compensate for
the limited FoV of the depth camera. For further detail on
how to obtain these parameters, please refer to [29, 35].
B. Information-Theoretic Objective
The action selection policy uses CSQMI as the information-
theoretic objective to maximize the information gain over time.
CSQMI is computed at k points along the primitive γξt ,
and the sum is used as a metric to measure the expected
local information gain for a candidate action Iγ . However,
this design may result in myopic decision-making. Therefore,
frontiers are also incorporated to model the global spatial
distribution of information [36]. This global reward, denoted
MPL
ID
Vel.,
Time
Nω ,
Nz
Nprim
1 vxB , τ 3, 5 15
2 vxB , 2τ 3, 5 15
3 −vxB , τ 3, 5 15
4 −vxB , 2τ 3, 5 15
(a) LiDAR
MPL
ID
Vel.,
Time
Nω ,
Nz
Nprim
1 vxB , τ 3, 5 15
2 vxB , 2τ 3, 5 15
3 vyB , τ 3, 5 15
4 vyB , 2τ 3, 5 15
5 −vyB , τ 3, 5 15
6 −vyB , 2τ 3, 5 15
7 ωzB , τ 1, 5 5
(b) Depth Camera
TABLE I: Discretization used to construct the action space Xact for the
simulation experiments for (a) LiDAR and (b) depth camera cases. Total
number of primitives for a MPL are denoted by Nprim = Nω · Nz. The
base duration τ was kept at 3 s for all experiments.
Algorithm 1 Overview of Action Selection for Exploration
1: input: Xact, Xfree
2: output: γ∗ξt . best action
3: for Γξt ∈ Xact do
4: for γξt ∈ Γξt do
5: feasible ← SAFETYCHECK(γξt , γstopξt , Xfree)
6: if feasible then
7: Iγ ← INFORMATIONREWARD(γξt )
8: Vγ ← FRONTIERDISTANCEREWARD(γξt )
9: else
10: Iγ ← 0.0, Vγ ← 0.0
11: return γ∗ξt ← arg max
γξt∈Xact
[Iγ + Vγ ]
by Vγ , is calculated based on the change in distance towards
a frontier along a candidate action. Using the node state ξ0,
end point state ξτ , and a distance field constructed based on
the position of the frontiers, this reward can be calculated as
Vγ = d(ξ0)− d(ξτ ), where d(ξt) denotes the distance to the
nearest voxel in the distance field from state ξt [18].
C. Action Selection
Using the rewards described in the preceding section, the
objective for the motion planner is defined as follows [29, 18]:
arg max
γξt
Iγ + αVγ
s.t. γξt ∈ Xact
(10)
where α is a weight that adjusts the contribution of the
frontier distance reward. Recall, the goal is to maximize
this reward function in real-time on a compute-constrained
aerial platform. Previous information-theoretic approaches that
construct a tree and use a finite-horizon planner either do not
use a global heuristic [37] or are not known to be amenable
for operation on compute-constrained platforms [18]. In this
work, a single-step planner is used with the action space
Xact consisting of motion primitives of varying duration for
real-time performance (see Table I). Due to this choice, the
planner computes rewards over candidate actions that extend
further into the explored map from the current position. In this
manner, longer duration candidate actions provide a longer
lookahead than the case when all candidate actions are of
the same duration even in single-step planning formulations
(see Table I).
The action selection procedure is detailed in Algorithm 1.
For every candidate action γξt in the action space Xact, a safety
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Fig. 9: Exploration statistics for simulation experiments. The first row of results pertains to the LiDAR sensor model and the second row to the depth camera
sensor model. (a) and (d) illustrate the map entropy over time for 160 trials (80 trials per sensor model and 40 trials per mapping method), (b) and (e)
illustrate the average map entropy over time for each method. Although both methods achieve similar entropy reduction, MCG uses significantly less memory
according to the average cumulative data transferred shown in (c) and (f). When the LiDAR sensor model is used, the average cumulative data transferred at
the end of 1500 s is 1.3 MB for the MCG approach and 256 MB for the OG approach. When the depth camera sensor model is used, the average cumulative
data transferred at the end of 1500 s is 4.4 MB for the MCG approach and 153 MB for the OG approach. The MCG method represents a decrease of
approximately one to two orders of magnitude as compared to the OG method for the LiDAR and depth camera sensor models, respectively. The experiments
are conducted in the simulated cave environment shown in Fig. 9g. The four starting positions are shown as orange dots.
check procedure is performed to ensure that this candidate and
the associated stopping action (γstopξt ) are dynamically feasible
and lie within free space Xfree (Line 5). The free space check
is performed using a Euclidean distance field created from
locations of occupied and unknown spaces in the robot’s local
map given a fixed collision radius [38]. Checking that the
stopping action is also feasible ensures that the planner never
visits an inevitable collision state, which is essential for safe
operation [39]. If the action is feasible, the local information
reward (Iγ , Line 7) and frontier distance reward (Vγ , Line 8)
are determined as described in Section V-B. The planner then
returns the action with the best overall reward (Line 11).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS
This section details the experimental design to validate the
approach. Results are reported for both real-time simulation
trials and field tests in a cave. The following shorthand is
introduced for this section only: MCG will refer to the Monte
Carlo GMM mapping approach and OG mapping will refer
to the Occupancy Grid mapping approach. The mapping and
planning software is run on an embedded Gigabyte Brix
8550U with eight cores and 32 GB RAM, for both hardware
and simulation experiments. Simulation results are presented
for both LiDAR and depth camera sensor models, but hardware
results are reported only for the depth camera case2. Unless
otherwise noted, the parameters for simulation and hardware
experiments are equal.
A. Comparison Metrics
To calculate the memory requirements for the OG map-
ping approach, the incremental OG map is transmitted as a
changeset pointcloud where each point consists of 4 floating
point numbers: {x, y, z, logodds}. The changeset is computed
after insertion of every pointcloud. A floating point number is
assumed to be 4 bytes, or 32 bits. For the MCG approach, the
cumulative data transferred is computed by summing the cost
of transmitted GMMs. Each mixture component is transmitted
as 10 floating point numbers: 6 numbers for the covariance
matrix (because the covariance matrix is symmetric), three
numbers for the mean, and one number for the mixture
component weight. One additional number is stored per GMM
that represents the number of points from which the GMM was
learned. The sensor origin is also stored for each GMM using
6 numbers (three to represent translation and three to represent
rotation as Euler angles). To ensure a fair comparison of the
exploration performance between the two approaches, a global
2The prior work upon which this manuscript is developed leveraged a
6.7 kg aerial system with LiDAR. To support improved experimental con-
venience, an alternative platform was developed that results in lower size,
weight, and power consumption as compared to the previous platform. For
the LiDAR system hardware results, please see [7].
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Fig. 10: The colorized mesh used in simulation experiments is shown in (a) and produced from FARO scans of a cave in West Virginia. After 1500 s of
exploration with a LiDAR sensor model, the resulting (b) MCG map is shown with 1σ covariances and densely resampled with 1× 106 points to obtain the
reconstruction shown in (c). (d) illustrates the dense voxel map produced after a 1500 s trial with 20 cm voxels. (e) illustrates the pointcloud from the mesh
shown in (a). (f) illustrates the MCG map with 1σ covariances, which is densely resampled with 1× 106 points, to obtain the reconstruction shown in (g).
(h) illustrates the dense voxel map with 20 cm voxels after 1500 s of exploration with the depth camera sensor model. The reconstruction accuracy for (c),
(d), (g), and (h) are shown in Table II. All pointclouds shown are colored from red to purple according to z-height.
occupancy grid serves as a referee and is maintained in the
background with a voxel resolution of 0.2 m. This occupancy
grid is used to compute the map entropy over time [40], thus
measuring the exploration progress during a simulation or a
hardware experiment.
Approach LiDAR Depth Camera
Mean (m) Std (m) Mean (m) Std (m)
MCG 1.8× 10−2 2.5× 10−2 1.3× 10−2 1.9× 10−2
OG 6.2× 10−2 3.9× 10−2 6.3× 10−2 3.9× 10−2
TABLE II: Reconstruction error for Fig. 10
B. Simulation Experiments
The exploration strategy is evaluated with 160 real-time
simulation trials over approximately 67 hours in a 30 m ×
40 m × 6 m environment constructed from colorized FARO
pointclouds of a cave in West Virginia (see Fig. 10a). In
each simulation, the multirotor robot begins exploration from
one of four pre-determined starting positions and explores
for 1500 s. For each starting position, 10 exploration trials
are run which means a total of 40 trials for each mapping
approach and sensor configuration for a total of 160 trials.
The end time of 1500 s is set empirically and based on the
total time required to fully explore the cave environment. Note
that ground truth state estimates are used for these simulation
experiments, while the hardware experiments in Section VI-C
rely on visual-inertial odometry (see Section VI-C1).
1) LiDAR Simulations: The LiDAR has a max range of
5.0 m and operates at 10 Hz for all simulation experiments.
The motion planning parameters used in the action space
design are shown in Table Ia. For all simulation trials, the
maximum speed in the xB−yB plane is ‖Vmax‖ = 0.75 m/s,
the maximum speed along the zB axis is Vz = 0.5 m/s, and the
maximum yaw rate is Ω = 0.25 rad/s. CSQMI is computed
at the end point of the candidate action (k = 1). λ = 5 and
nf = 2 for all simulations and hardware trials.
The simulation trials demonstrate that MCG achieves sim-
ilar exploration performance as OG, which indicates that
the approximations made by the former enables real-time
performance without compromising exploration or map re-
construction quality (Figs. 9b and 10c). Figure 9c depicts
the cumulative data that must be transferred to reproduce
the OG and MCG maps remotely. After 1500 s, transferring
the MCG map requires 1.3 MB as compared to 256 MB to
incrementally transfer the OG map. The MCG approach sig-
nificantly outperforms the OG approach in terms of cumulative
data transfer requirements. A representative example of the
reconstructed GMM map for one trial from Fig. 9a is shown
in Fig. 10b. Resampling 1× 106 points from the distribution
yields the map shown in Fig. 10c. The MCG approach has
lower average reconstruction error as compared to the OG
approach (Fig. 10d) as shown in Table II.
2) Depth Camera Simulations: The depth camera sensor
model also has a max range of 5.0 m and operates at 10 Hz for
all simulation experiments. A collection of motion primitive
libraries used for the simulation experiments is shown in
Table Ib. The velocity bounds for the simulation experiments
are the same as in the LiDAR case.
Similar to the LiDAR results, MCG outperforms OG in
terms of memory efficiency while maintaining similar explo-
ration performance. Figure 9f depicts the cumulative amount
of data comparison in this case. After 1500 s, transferring
the MCG map requires 4.4 MB as compared to 153 MB to
incrementally transfer the OG map. Because the LiDAR has a
larger field of view and lower resolution (i.e., fewer points for
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Fig. 11: (a) A single aerial system explores the Dining Room of Laurel Caverns in Southwestern Pennsylvania. Still images of the robot exploring the
environment are super-imposed to produce this figure. (b) The aerial system with dimensions 0.25 m × 0.41 m × 0.37 m including propellers carries a
forward-facing Intel Realsense D435 for mapping and downward-facing global shutter MV Bluefox2 camera (not shown). The pearl reflective markers are
used for testing in a motion capture arena but are not used during field operations to obtain hardware results. Instead, a tightly-coupled visual-inertial odometry
framework is used to estimate state during testing at Laurel Caverns. (c) illustrates the reconstruction error of the resampled GMM map as compared to the
FARO map by calculating point-to-point distances. The distribution of distances is shown on the right-hand side. The mean error is 0.14 m with a standard
deviation of 0.11 m. In particular, there is misalignment in the roof due to pose estimation drift. (d) A subset of the resampled GMM map (shown in black)
is overlaid onto the FARO map (shown in colors ranging from red to purple) that displays the breakdown in the middle of the Dining Room. (e) The entropy
reduction and (f) cumulative data transferred for one trial for each of the Monte Carlo Gmm mapping and OG mapping approaches are shown. While the
map entropy reduction for each approach is approximately similar, the GMM mapping approach transmits significantly less memory than the OG mapping
approach (0.1 MB as compared to 7.5 MB). (g) illustrates the bit rate for each approach in a semi-logarithmic plot where the vertical axis is logarithmic.
The black line illustrates how the approaches compare to 16kbps. For comparison, 16kbps is sufficient to transmit a low resolution (176 × 144 at 5 fps
compressed to 3200 bit/frame) talking heads video [41, 42].
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the same area of coverage) as compared to the depth camera,
this sensor model covers more voxels given a fixed voxel
resolution. The voxel grid relies on the Markovian assumption
of the Bayes filter, which causes conflicting observations of the
voxel (free vs. occupied) to rapidly change the probability of
occupancy. This results in more memory transmitted to reflect
these changes and as the field of view increases, the number
of affected voxels increases. The probability of occupancy of
a voxel for all experiments is not clamped even if it exceeds
a threshold. Similar to the LiDAR reconstruction, the MCG
has lower average reconstruction error as compared to the OG
approach (see Fig. 10h) as shown in Table II.
C. Hardware Experiments
1) Visual-Inertial Navigation and Control: State estimates
are computed from IMU and downward facing camera obser-
vations via VINS-Mono [43], a tightly-coupled visual-inertial
odometry framework that jointly optimizes vehicle motion,
feature locations, and IMU biases over a sliding window
of monocular images and pre-integrated IMU measurements.
The loop closure functionality of VINS-Mono is disabled
to avoid having relocalization-induced discontinuities in the
trajectory estimate, which would have significant implications
for occupancy mapping and is left as future work.
For accurate trajectory tracking, a cascaded Proportional-
Derivative (PD) controller is used with a nonlinear Luenberger
observer to compensate for external acceleration and torque
disturbances acting on the system [44]. To improve trajectory
tracking, the controller uses angular feedforward velocity and
acceleration terms computed from jerk and snap references
computed from the reference trajectory’s 8th order polynomial
(Fig. 4).
Additionally, a state machine enables the user to trigger
transitions between the following modes of flight operation:
(1) takeoff, (2) hover, (3) tele-operation, (4) autonomous
exploration, and (5) landing. The results presented in the next
section all pertain to the autonomous exploration mode.
2) Implementation Details: The exploration framework is
deployed to the aerial system shown in Fig. 11b, a 2.5 kg plat-
form equipped with a forward-facing Intel Realsense D435,
downward-facing MV Bluefox2 camera, and downward and
forward facing lights from Cree Xlamp XM-L2 High Power
LEDs (Cool White 6500K). The MV Bluefox2 and D435
cameras operate at 60 Hz and output images of size 376×240
and 848×480, respectively. The MV Bluefox2 images are used
in state estimation and the D435 depth images are throttled to
6 Hz for the the mapping system. The D435 camera estimates
depth by stereo matching features in left- and right-camera
images augmented through a dot pattern projected by an IR
projector. The laser power of the IR projector on the D435
is increased from a default value of 150 mW to 300 mW in
order to improve observation quality in darkness.
The robot is equipped with an Auvidea J120 carrier board
with NVIDIA TX2 and Gigabyte Brix 8550U that com-
municate over ethernet. The TX2 performs state estimation
and control functions while the Brix performs mapping and
planning. The flight controller used for all experiments is the
Pixracer, but the platform is also equipped with a Betaflight
controller as a secondary flight controller. Switching between
the two controllers can be done via a switch on the RC
transmitter. The drone frame is an Armattan Chameleon Ti
LR 7” on which a Lumenier BLHeli 32 32bit 50A 4-in-1
electronic speed controller is mounted. The aerial system is
a quadrotor that uses T-Motor F80 Pro 1900KV motors and
DAL Cyclone 7056C propellers.
For all hardware experiments, ‖Vmax‖ = 0.5 m/s, Vz =
0.25 m/s, and the motion primitives with duration 2τ in
Table Ib are disabled. These choices for are made to operate
safely in Laurel Caverns (Section VI-C3).
3) Laurel Caverns: The approach is tested in total darkness
at Laurel Caverns3, a commercially operated cave system in
Southwestern Pennsylvania consisting of over four miles of
passages4.
Figure 11a illustrates a composite image from several still
images of the robot exploring the Laurel Caverns Dining
Room. Two experiments were conducted, one for each of the
MCG and OG approaches for a 95 s duration. The map entropy
reduction over time is shown in Fig. 11e and is similar for both
approaches, while the cumulative data transferred (Fig. 11f) to
represent the maps is greater than an order of magnitude lower
for the MCG approach as compared to the OG approach. The
rate of data transferred in Fig. 11g is calculated using Euler
differentiation but note that the accuracy is affected by the
limited number of samples. During hardware trials, a bounding
box was used to constrain the exploration volume.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The results presented in this paper comprise the begin-
ning of an exciting line of research for autonomous cave
surveying and mapping by aerial systems. By leveraging
GMMs to compactly represent the environment, a high-fidelity
perceptual model is achieved that is amenable to transmission
across low-bandwidth communications channels. The method
is demonstrated with 360◦ and limited field of view sensors
and a planning framework amenable to both sensor models is
also described. Several avenues are left as future work. Cave
maps are typically annotated with important terrain features
such as stalactites, stalagmites, and breakdown (see Fig. 2
for example), but this work does not consider the problem
of terrain feature classification and encoding. Additionally,
waterproof, rugged, and easy-to-use 2D maps are critical for
cave rescuers or explorers to avoid getting lost in caves.
Methods to project the 3D map information from the robot
to 2D are needed to fill this gap in the state of the art.
Finally, the deployment of multiple robots to increase the
speed of exploration is of interest for large passages or maze
caves. Introducing re-localization strategies to curb drift over
3http://laurelcaverns.com/
4The authors acknowledge that caves are fragile environments formed
over the course of tens of thousands to millions of years. Laurel Caverns
was chosen as a test site because it has relatively few speleothems due
to its sandstone overburden and the high silica content of the Loyalhanna
limestone [45]. The authors worked with cave management to select a test
site that contained low speleothem growth to minimize risk of damage to the
cave. Cave management monitored all flights. No flights were executed near
delicate formations.
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long duration flights and yield more consistent maps would
also be beneficial for multi-robot operations. Beyond cave
applications, this work has relevance for search and rescue,
planetary exploration, and tactical operations where humans
and robots must share information in real-time.
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